Duolorte 4SE
The Duoforte 45 E is a combined Radiola and Phonograph designed for
use as a broadcast receiver and for the electrical reproduction of recorded
music.
The chassis is identical with that of the Radiola 45E.

The electric

phonograph consists of a record turntable driven by an induction type motor,
and an electric pickup together with speed and volume controls.
F or information regarding the servicing of a Duoforte 45 E chassis.
refer to the section of these notes covering the Radiola 45E.
In the event of trouble with the phonograph section of the instrument,
the following circuits should be examined and tested.
Pickup Winding.
Pickup Leads.
Volume Control.
Primary Winding of the Audio Transformer.
Secondary Winding of the Audio Transformer.
The phonograph input cable to the chassis.
The windings and power cord of the electric motor.

Radlola 45E
45£
Model C 79
190·270 Volts, 50-60
50·60 Cycles.
190-270

190-250 Volts, 40 Cycles.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
The Radiola 45E
45£ is an electrically operated single control screened grid receiver.
consisting of two stage.
stages or screened grid radio frequency amplification,
amplification. a screened grid
linear power detector,
detector. and one stage of audio amplification.
The grid circuit.
circuits of the screened grid radio frequency stall:es and detector are
tuned by a three gang condenser unit. The circuits are efficient~y shielded,
.hielded. and provided
with individual bypaas
These feature.
bypa.. condenser units mounted under the chaBSis.
cha .. is.
features
minimise "feed back" and provide an efficient and stable radio frequency amplifier.
By using a high gain radio frequency amplifier,
amplifier. together with a screened grid linear
power detector. a large audio input to the power va:ve
va!ve is provided,
provided. together with good
selectivity and fidelity.
The audio stage consists of a UX245 power valve choke coupled with a specially
designed
de.igned high inductance "Ideal" choke,
choke. together with a coupling condenser and a
II:rid resistor.
Ilrid
A.
amplification, the detector is used
As the Radiola 45E
45£ has only one stage of audio amplification.
as an audio frequency amplifier for phonograph reproduction. For use as a phonograph
is introduced in the grid circuit of the detector valve,
the "pick-up" i.
valve. and the bias
reaistor
resistor i.
is paralleled with a second resistor to give the correct bias for operation,
operation. as
an audio amplifier. During Radio reception the pick-up jacks are short circuited and
the second bias resistor
re.istor open circuited by the ·'R-P."
"R-P." switch.
The volume control is an A.W.A. wire wound potentiometer which varies the
voltage on the .creening
screening grids of the radio frequency amplifying valves and thus
controls the radio frequency input to the detector valve.

The Radiola 45E
45£ i.
is fitted with a Local-Distance switch in the aerial circuit to reduce
the input to the receiver when listening to strong local station
•.
stations.
The Radiola 45£
45E i.
is specially designed to make provision for the alternate use of
either a magnetic or an A.W.A. Moving Coil loudspeaker.
The chasais
chassis includes a
moving coil speaker step down transformer,
transformer. a magnetic loudspeaker coupling condenser,
concen.er.
moving coil .peaker
and a movinll
speaker field supply compensating resistor. When using a magnetic
speaker, or a dynamic speaker with an independently excited field,
speaker.
field. connection i. made
jack. on the Radiola
to the loudspeaker pin jacks
Radiala chasais.
chassis.
A.W.A. "Moving Coil" loudspeakers are fitted with a 4 pin plug and cable which
connects to the power unit by inserting in the UX .ocket
connect.
locket provided on the back of the
cha .. is.
The field winding of the loudspeaker i.
is connected acro
•• the "grid" and
chassis.
across
"plate" pin. and the "Moving Coil" of the speaker across the filament pins.
A field compensating resistor ill
i" provided in the power unit which automatically
comes
comeS into operation when the 4 pin plug is removed. This resistor is equivalent to
the resi.tance
resi'!ance of the field winding of the loudspeak .. r,
r. and provides artificial loading
when a malJnetic
mat;{netic or a self excited dynamic
is connected to the loudspeaker
d}'namic speaker i.
;ac!,s
jac!,s on the chas.is.
chassis.
The "Moving Coil" loudspeaker u.ed
used with the Radiola 45£
45E mu.t
must have a field coil
resistance
Th·! A.W.A. M.C. loudspeaker ~upplied with Radiola 34£
r ..sistance of 7,500 ohms. Th"
34E
i. not suitable for use with the Radiola 45E.
The power unit section of the Radiola 45£
•.
45E occupies the rear half of the cha .. iis.
One container houses the power tr&l1sformer
trr.\lIEormer rated at approximately 80 watts
watt. and
carries three .eparate
The first two winding.
.eparal" secondary windings.
windings supply the plate.
and filament of the UX280 r.·ctlfying
r,·Ltlfying valve and the third light.
lights the filaments of the
remaining valves.

When the "Movin.;
"Moving Cod" I"l.d'peaker
I',c!dspeaker (7.500 ohm.)
ohms)
th" r"ctd;"r.
power unit
umt It IS connected dlT"ctly
d .. "ctiy across the
rectIfier.

IS being excited
is
excit~d from the
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The .moothing unit IS
i. located in the second
second container.
container.
The plate supply for t:'e
tl.e UX24S power valve is smoothed
smoothed by
by aa suitable
suitable choke
choke and
and
as.ociated
associated condensers. The plate supply for the radio and detector
detector valves
valves is
i. further
further
smoothed with another choke and set of condensers.
Also the radio and detector plate supplies are decoupled with
with carborundum
carborundum
resistor. and bypasa
bypass condensers. From the +B
+B of the
the Radio
Radio frequency
frequency valves
valves is
is conconresistors
nected another resistor in series with the volume control which
which connects
connecUl to
to the
the cathode
cathode
•.
of the R.F. valve
valves.
The grid bias for the power valve is arranged by
by connecting a resistor
resistor between
between
the centre of the filament mid tapped resistor and the
the negative of the
the B supply
.upply or
or
chassis
cha.. is frame. The voltage drop in this resistor gives the
the requisite grid
grid bias.
bias.
The Radio frequency valves and the detector valve are
are similarly
similarly biased.
biased.
The circuit diagram of the Radiola 4SE is given in Fig. S.

FAULT LOCATION.
I. EQUIPMENT TESTS. Carry out equipment tests on all valves.
valves.
Tests in General Information Section.
Teata
2.

See
See Equipment
Equipment

VOLTAGE TEST.

After removing the chassis from the
the cabinet,
cabinet, make
make the
the following
following
voltage tests
te.ts acro.s
across the valve sockets with all the
the valves
valves in po.ition
position and
and with
with the
the
Fig.
loudspeaker connected and the chassis turned upside down.
down.
Fig. 66 shows
showl the
the
relative position of the valve contacts,
contacts. the valves being shown
shown in
in their
their correct
correct sequence
sequence
looking down cm
nn the upturned chassis from the back of the
the Radiola.
Radiola.
No reading or a greatly varying reading points to a fault in
in the
the Radiola.
Radiola.

Valve

Measure acros"
acrost

No. I Rectifier

Volume
Volume control
control on
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Approximate
Approximate voltage
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Fig. 6.
6. Valve
Valve Sequence
Sequence and
and Po,ition
Po.ition of
of Valve
Valve Contact.,
Contacts, Radiola
Radiala 45E.
45E,

CONTINUITY TESTS.
necessary. make the following continuity te.ts
If neceasary,
tests with aome form of
of reliable concontinuity tester. Tests made acrosa
across the points ahown
shown in Column I should give
give the
the effect
effect
shown in Column 2. If this effect is not obtained.
obtained, Column 3 gives
give. the probable
probable caUSe
cause
of the fault.

I

Teat
Test between

Correct
effect.

Incorrect effect caused
caused by

·.

frame .~
A;rial ter~i;"~1-;;;:d~h-;'-;a-i;ter~i~l~d~h;'--;si;-'frame
L-D Switch Local
••
••
. .
..

Open
in wiring or
or defective
defective
Short circuit In
Circuit. "witch.
.witch.
------.- Cloaed
Closed
Broken
Broken connection
connection or
or open
open circuit
circuit
L-D
L·D Switch Distance
.
Circuit. aerial
aerial coil.
---.. d Broken
-Closed
Fi;'ed
plate~-;;f-~;-de~;ers--~~.f--~h~.ai;
Fi~ed plate~-~r~~-;:;d~~;ersand ch~a.i;- -Clos
Broken connection or
or open
open circuit
circuit
Circuit.
secondary
of
R.F.
transformer.
RF.
transformer
.
frame
(R-P .w~."h
f.r.a!"e
.",,~tch on~.
on R)
·... .- - ,
-_._-Broken connection or open circuit
in
~en
circuit
i~
Closed
Filament contact of rectifier
rectiner valve
smoothing chokes. carborundum rereCircuit. smoothing chokes.
R.F. valves ·...
and plate of RF.
. .
.•
aiator
aistor or primary of R.F. transformer.
tran.former.
-_.-.
------Cloaed
Closed
Circuit. Broken connection,
connection. open circuit
circuit In
in
Filament contact of rectifier valve and
(hif(h
(hij;th
smoothing cbokes.
chokes. carborundum
carborundum re.· ..
. ..
plate of detector valve ...
resistreaistsistor. audio choke
choke or R.F.
R.F. choke
choke coil.
ance).
ance) .
..
.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Broken connection,
connection. open
open circuit
circuit In
in
Closed
rectiner valve
Filament contact of rectifier
smoothing choke or primary of output
and plate of audio valve .•
..
· Circuit transformer.choke primary of
-_._----"... ...
-----Closed'
-Closed- B~oken connection
c';;~;:':~cti;;n or
or' open
open circuit
R.F. valve and frame .. Circuit. B~oken
Cathode of RF.
bias
bi .. resistor.
- - - - - - ---_ ...
- _...----_---Clos-;;r
Closd -Broken
Broken connection or
or open
open circuit
Filament of audio valve and frame
Circuit. bias resistor.
------_.
---------------Closed- Broken
Brok~n-c-o-~n-n-e-c-ti'-o-n--.
in
Cloaed
open circuit in
connection-" --open
Circuit. transformer aecondary
Plate of rectifier valve and frame ·...
secondary or
or loudspeaker
loudspeaker
compensating reaistor.
-- -Plate
of
Open
PI--;te ofof-detector
val~;-and - grid
grid--;;-(
detector val;;-and
coupling condenser.
audio valve
. ..
. .
•.
·. . • . Circuit. Broken down coupling
Cloaed
Broken connection or open circuit
Power lead contacta
Closed
contacts {with
(with voltage
circuit
regulator switch
Circuit. power transformer primary.
awitch on
~n a contact}
contact)
••
primary.
Open
Breakdown of primary or connection.
Power lead or 200-220·240-260
200-220-240-260 conconnection.
tacta
chaasia frame
and chasaia
· . Circuit. to frame.
tacta and
frame ·'-,-'~---'-'-,-'~~'-,-'~
Broken =-:"c~o~n~n~e-c-t--'i'-o-n--o-r--o-p-e-n--c'--'i-r-c-u-"it
Cloaed- Broken
connection or open circuit
Screened grid contacta to cathod~
cathode - Closed'
Circuit. volume control.
contacts of R.F. valves
va.. I.ve.s. ·.....
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